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Abstract:
Learning Representation has become more advance in clinical handover and auto filling areas. First, each feature subset is evaluated by a term-feature probabilistic relevance model. Afterwards, the feature subset with the highest probabilistic value will be assigned for the given term during classification. Since exhaustive evaluating all the possible feature subsets is computationally intensive, we apply a strategy to generate candidate feature subsets based on mutual information. Clinical handover is a professional responsibility and accountability for some aspects of patient or group of patients on a temporary or a permanent basis. Auto fill is a function in computer based form typically not available in browsers. Conditional Random Field (CRF) model can automatically select the most relevant features for the given term, instead of using the same features for all terms in a learning machine. In this way, we further eliminate the negative impact of noisy information. Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) are a class of statistical modelling method often applied pattern recognition and machine learning. Conditional Random Field algorithm is used to store the information of the patients and later information can retrieve using electronic records. This algorithm deals with discriminative models used for predicting task where neighbors affects the current prediction. Traditional methods usually treat with all same feature but performance can damage. So auto filling form is introduced to provide treatment on time and save the patient without any errors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligence is the branch of computer sciences that emphasizes the development of intelligence machines, thinking and working like humans. These processes include Learning, reasoning and self-correction. Particular applications of artificial intelligence include expert systems, speech recognition and mission vision. Artificial intelligence has the ability to think and learn. It also makes the computer smart. There are number of different forms of learning applied to artificial intelligence. The simplest learning is by trial and error method.

Artificial intelligence which exhibit by machines, has many applications in today’s society. E.g. Sophia Robot. In our project, a standard procedure dealing with this problem is the feature selection where the most relevant features are identified from the initial generated feature set. Traditional feature selection methods, i.e. the filter [5], the wrapper [1]and the embedded methods [1], applied the selected feature subset for all terms in data. They ignored the different characteristics of terms and the different discriminatory abilities of features.

Taylor et al [1] proposed to use the unselected features as an additional source of information for training. Feature selection is simple but effective to reduce data complexity, improves performance, and better understand learning machines. Filter methods select features by measuring the relevancy of a feature to the data [5]. Wrapper methods use the learning machine to find the best feature subset. Clinical handover form auto filling(CHFA) is information extraction task which takes the written text as output such as books [2]. Hamon et al [3] used rules to identity body location, severity etc.

II. EXISTING SYTEM

In real world, hospitals are one of the essential parts in every human life cycle. Hospital currently uses the manual system for the management and maintenance of critical information. The current system requires paper forms with data stores spreads throughout the hospital management infrastructure. The forms are often lost in transmit between the departments requiring a comprehensive auditing process to ensure that no vital information is lost. Multiple copies of the same information exist in the hospital and may lead to inconsistencies in data in various data sources. The majority of the hospitals has a drawback in outpatient management and it is the time consuming process. The patient can’t wait in the queue for consulting the doctor. Storing and keeping the records seems to be challenging task, because of the physical nature and it requires manpower to store and maintain the data.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this proposed system instead of paper form an auto filling outpatient form is introduced among patients. It is a web based application not available web browser. This auto filling form works using Conditional Random Field algorithm. The information filled by patient will stored in the respective fields and textboxes. By this method manpower can be reduced, during the busy time of hospital the crowd can be controlled. Additionally, this web portal has an appointment booking of the doctor and online consultation option via video call. The main purpose of the application is identifying the patient’s critical stage and accordingly would set the priority to consult the doctors. Electronic handover form with standardized and
structured content provides us with a good mechanism to improve quality and safety at shift changes. CHFA can release lots of clinicians’ time from documentation to care treatment and medical plan settings, since there are various contents in the handover form to be filled.

**Figure 1. System Architecture**

A. Admin
The admin can view the list of users who all registered and also can view the user’s details such as, user name, email id, address of authorized users.

B. User
User should register before doing any operations. Once user register their details will be stored to the database. After registration successful, the user will login by using authorized user name and password. Once Login is successful user will do some operations like View Profile, Add Category, Book appointment, to consult doctors, and order medicine, to consult doctors via text message, and book Specialist.

C. Make an appointment
If you have an appointment with some doctor, you have go to see them at a particular time, usually in connection with their work or for a serious purpose.

D. Online consultancy
An online doctor consultation is convenient and easy to use especially for those who live in remote areas and have busy schedules. By using a text conferencing and online management systems, doctors can connect with patients and diagnose them.

E. Outpatient treatment
An outpatient is someone who goes to a hospital for treatment but does not stay overnight. An outpatient is someone who goes to hospital for treatment but does not stay overnight. Outpatient cover refers to diagnostic tests, consultations and procedures that do not require a hospital bed overnight. Things such as blood test, X-rays, MRI and CT scans are all examples of outpatient treatments. You can tweak your outpatient cover to make your plan more basic or comprehensive.

F. Order medicine
A medication order is written directions provided by a prescribing practitioner for a specific medication to be administered to an individual. And we can consult the doctor in online treatment and ordered medicine which is suggest by doctors we purchase the tablets by use of this modules. These orders can be typed, handwritten, printed, verbal, or entered into the computer. Emergency orders or as-required orders are called as PRN orders, and these medications are given only when it is needed.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION:
In this paper, we propose an online visualization system for showing the filled clinical handover form. We show that our proposed model performs CRF ensemble method. This system not only used for online consultation but also for ordering the medicines online. This efficiently manages crowd in a hospital thus making it an efficient place of timely medical care without queues, tokens, waiting or stress. In future there are possibilities to include the translation device for the other language people to utilize the auto filling methodology.
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